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Abstract

In practice, it is common to keep the order at a moderate level, i.e., in the range N = 5 to 15, and increasethe
Efficient solution of the Navier-Stokes equations in com- number of elementsto capture increasingphysical and geplex domains is dependent upon the availability of fast ometrical complexity.
solversfor sparselinear systems. For unsteadyincompressWe have followed this approach in a number of recent
ible flows, the pressureoperator is the leading contributor high-Reynoldsnumber simulationsof start-up flow past a
to stiffness.as the characteristicpropagation speed is incylinder. Fig. la showsan example of the mesh used to
finite. In the context of operator splitting formulations, compute the early evolution of wake vortices at ReD =
it is the pressuresolve which is the most computationally UocD/p = 9500. Fig. lb showsthe vortex structureat
challenging,despiteits elliptic origins. We seekto improve a non-dimensional
time of r = tUoc/D = 3.1. The drag
existingspectralelementiterative methodsfor the pressure history,shownin (c), agreeswell with the resultsof [7]
solvein order to overcomethe slowconvergencefrequently which were based upon an adaptive vortex method using
observed in the presence of highly refined grids or high- up to 106elements.The presentcalculation
useda total of
aspect ratio elements. The new algorithm incorporatesan
K = 6112 spectral elements,with the order varying from
enrichedcoarse-gridoperator which admits anisotropicres- N = 4 at early times to N = 9 at later times.
olution within elements, and a new parallel solution techAt elevatedresolutions,the linear systemwhich imposes
nique which mitigates the additional overheadof the en- the pressure/divergence-free
constraintat eachtime step
larged coarse-gridsystem.
can become very ill-conditioned and require hundreds to
Key words: spectral elementmethods,domain decomposition, sparse matrices, parallel algorithms.

steady problems, this computational burden can typically

be halvedby the projectiontechniques
describedin [3].
However further reductions must come through improvements to the iterative solver. We focus here upon development of the two-level deflation based iteration scheme

AMS subject classifications: 65M70, 65Y05, 65M55.
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thousandsof iterations to re'achconvergence. For un-

whichwasproposedby R0nquistin [16]. For highlyrefined

Introduction

or high-aspectratio meshes,the convergencerate of this
We considerthe problemsencounteredin large-scalespectral element simulationsof unsteady incompressibleflows.

preconditioned/deflated
conjugategradientschemecanbe

Accurate

piecewise
(discontinuous)
linear or higher-orderbases,al-

simulation

of even two-dimensional

flows can

require hundreds of thousands of grid points when the

Reynolds
numberis onthe orderof 104.In the spectralelement method, this elevatedresolutioncan be attained by
either increasing K, the number of elements, or increasing N, the order of approximation within each element.
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improvedby enrichingthe coarse-gridspaceto incorporate

beit at a increasein the cost of the repeated coarse-grid
solves.We showthat the coarse-gridsolvecost can be mitigated by a new parallel algorithm for repeated solutionof
sparselinear systems.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we
review the derivation of the systemgoverningthe pressure.
In Section 3, we reconsiderthe deflation-based iterative
schemeused to solve the pressure system, and show the
advantagesof an enrichedcoarse-gridoperator. In Section
4, we present a parallel algorithm for the coarse-gridsolve
with achievesthe minimum possiblecommunicationcomplexity and has a computationalcomplexitycomparableto
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Navier-Stokes

95

implementation

We considerspectral-elementsolution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations:
0u

(1)
V -u =

0

in f•,

whereu isthevelocityvector,p thepressure,
andRe =
the Reynolds number based on a characteristic velocity,
length scale, and kinematic viscosity.
Spatial discretization is based upon decompositionof the
computational domain into K spectral elements which are

(a)

locallymapped
to [-1, 1]a in IRa. Withineachelement,
the geometry, solution. and data are expanded in terms
of high-order tensor-product polynomial basesin each coordinate direction. Variational projection operators are
used to discretize the elliptic equations arising from a semiimplicit treatment of (1) and a consistentvariational formulation is used for the pressure/divergencetreatment.
The velocity is representedby Nth-order Lagrange polynomials on the Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre quadrature points,

(b)

with Co continuityenforcedat elementinterfaces. The
pressure is represented bv polynomials of degree N- 2
based upon the Gauss-Legendrequadrature points: interelement continuity of pressure is not enforced. Temporal discretization is based upon an operator splitting in
which the nonlinear convectiveterms are treated explicitly
via a characteristic/sub-cyclingscheme,and the viscous
and divergenceoperators are treated implicitly. The discretization leads to the following linear Stokes problem to
be solved at each time step:
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Figure 1: (a) close-upof K -

6112 spectral element

mesh for computation of start-up flow past a cylinder at

Re - 9500 (b) vorticity contoursat a convectivetime of
t = 3.10 (c) drag coefficientCD vs. non-dimensionaltime
(Computationby G.W. Kruse).

--

i= 1.....d

0

Here, H is the discrete equivalent of the Helmholtz opera1 •72 + •7
1 }'. B isthemass
tor,{ --•e
matrixassociated
with

the velocitymesh;D = (D•, ..., Da) is the discretegradient operator; and underscore refers to basis coefficients.
Further details of spectral element discretizations for the

Navier-Stokes
equationsmay be foundin [8].
The solution of (2) is simplified by a Stokes operator splitting which alecouplesthe viscous and pres-

sure/divergence
constraint[9]. This splittingleadsto the
solution of a standard Hehnholtz equation for each velocity
component, while the resulting system for the pressureis
1

similarto (2) savethat H is replacedby •B.

The result-

ing system can be efficiently treated by formally carrying

out block Gaussianelimination(Uzawa alecoupling)
for p,
--

leading to:
standard

œU factorizations.

(3)

•:p = g,
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where

the resultant fine system has a condition number of unity
d

(4)

$97

E = - •OiB-•O•,
i=l

whencoupledwith a local(blockJacobi)spectralpreconditioner, Ej.

In addition, it was observed that the it-

erationcountto solve(5) is linearly dependentupon Ar
and independentof K for highly regular two-dimensional

and g is the inhomogeneityresulting from the time-split

discretizations.
However,Couzy [2] observedthat there is

rate, particularly in
treatment of (1). E corresponds
to a consistentPoisson someK dependenceof the convergence
operator for the pressureand, though symmetric-positive conjunctionwith non-unit aspect ratio elements. We have
definite, is lesswell conditionedthan the Helmholtz prob- alsoobservedconvergencerate degradationin the presence
lems for the velocity components. Consequently,solution of extreme refinement or high-aspect ratio elements.

of (3) dominatesthe Navier-Stokessolutiontime. The advantageof the Stokessplitting is that no systemsolvesare
required when applying E, as B is diagonal.

3

Deflation

It wassuggested
in [2, 16] that the sourceof the difficulty lies with the use of block-Jacobi preconditioning. It

is well known(e.g., [17]) that the preconditioner
should
have some subdomain overlap in order to obtain orderindependent convergenceand block-Jacobi does not pro-

videthis. Unfortunately,
the/22 pressure
operator(4) does
not readily admit construction of a preconditioner with

The consistentPoissonproblem(3) is solvedvia a two- overlapin the spectralelementcase.Couzy[2]suggests
to
leveliterationscheme
developed
by R0nquist[16]in which improve upon the current formulation by imposing Neua coarse-gridoperator is folded into a global conjugate-

mann velocity boundary conditions at the element inter-

gradientiterationthroughdeflation[11, 121. The coarse faceswhen generatingthe local preconditionerrather than
(subscriptc) and fine (subscriptf) decomposition
is ef- zero-Dirichletas describedin [16]. An alternative,which
fected through a subdomain-motivatedprolongationoper-

we pursuehere, and which is not exclusiveof the Neumann-

atorJ E IRmx•, wherem = K(N- 1)d is thenumber
of derivedboundaryconditions(or overlappingmethods),is

pressuredegrees-of-freedom,and n is the dimensionof the
coarse-gridapproximation space. The column spaceof the
prolongation operator J is intended to approximate the
span of the low eigenmodesof the E system. The pressure

to increaseinter-element coupling by increasingthe number of modes which are computed as part of the coarsegrid solution. This of courseincreasesthe coarse-gridsolve
costs,but these can be mitigated with appropriate sparse
isthenexpressed
asp = JPc+ Pi' leading
toanalgebraicmatrix techniques.We developa fast parallel direct solver
reformulation of the original problem as solvablefine and for the coarse problem in the next section.
coarsesubproblems,
The coarse-gridspaceis enrichedby enlarging the col-

(5)
(6)

Efp_f-- g- JE•-ljTg,
E• = jrg _ jrEpf,

umn space of the prolongation operator, J, to include
piecewiselinear or higher-orderfunctionswithin eachspectral element.

In our variational

formulation

of the Stokes

problem, inter-element continuity of the pressure is not
strictly enforced. Therefore, it is admissible to use any
jTE J. Eachapplication
of the finegridoperatorrequires element-piecewisediscontinuousbasesfor prolongation,rethe solutionof the relativelysmall(n x n) system,E•. The suiting in a block diagonal structure for J:

respectively.
HereEI = E - E JE•-Ij•'E, andEc =

fine system(5) is solvedby conjugate-gradient
iteration
restrictedto the complementof span{J}, wherespan{}

denotes
thecolumn
space
oftheargument.
Once
pi isestablished,the coarse-grid
problemis solved(directly)for

J1
J2
J

=

p_•.,
andtheprocedure
is complete.
Withappropriate
application of a local, element-basedpreconditionerto Ei,
the condition number of the fine systemis significantlyreduced relative to the originating E matrix.

JK

Here,eachJk isan (N- 1)a x

1 block associated with

el-

In [16] J waschosento map n = K element-piecewise-ement k, and l is the number of modesrepresentedwithin
constantfunctionsto the m nodesof the underlyingspec-

each element. Presently, we take the basis to be a tensor

modes
in eachspatial
tral element
discretization,
with• therefore
representingproductof thefirst •/• polynomial
the average pressure within each element. It was shown
that for a one-dimensionalspectral element discretization,

direction. Note that the relaxation of strict continuity implies that we need not have the same coarse-gridapprox-
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imation within each element. It is also possibleto choose
an anisotropicbasis,e.g., for elementshaving high-aspect
ratios. We have built this flexibility into our code and will
investigateits potential the future. Here we only consider
a uniformly enrichedcoarse-gridspace.

!

K

EI

E

dim{E}

1

4

20

20

144

4

1

16

30

32

576

16

dim(E½}

1

64

32

37

2304

64

As notedin [10, 12, 16] effectiveimplementation
of de-

1

256

32

40

9216

256

fiation requires suppressionof spurious modes in the null

1

1024

32

42

36864

1024

spaceof E i during the conjugategradientiteration. This

4

4

18

'18

144

16

is particularly true if the preconditionerdoesnot sharethe

4

16

26

26

576

64

samenull spaceas Ei [10]. In [4], we demonstrated
the

4

64

28

29

2304

256

advantagesof replacing E7 with a block preconditioner,
E5, based upon finite element solution of a local Poisson
problem within each of the spectral elements. Whereas

4

256

28

30

9216

1024

4

1024

27

29

36864

4096

9

4

15

15

144

36

it is relativelyeasyto constructa (spectralbased)block-

9

16

22

22

576

144

Jacobi preconditioner,ET, sharingthe samenull spaceas

9

64

25

25

2304

576

El. the sameis not true for EF, as it is basedupon a

9

256

26

24

9216

2304

different discretization. However, the necessarysymmetry
and null space conditions can be satisfied by defining a

9

1024

26

22

36864

9216

newpreconditioner,
E• • _=PE•P T, whereP = pT is
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Table 1: Iteration count for unsteady Stokesflow

the orthogonal projection matrix given by

(7)

p

=

/•.•_ j(jTj)-•jT

and I,• is the m x m identity matrix. Null spacecontrol in
the preconditionedconjugategradient algorithm is thereby

to reducethe initial residualof (5) by the samemagni-

tor in the preconditioning step. Note that the block structure of J ensuresthat multiplication of a vector by P is
a strictly local operation. The application of P is further
simplified if the columns of J are orthonormalized such

not true for the original E system. Although the norm of

tude. Note that, while order independent convergenceis

assured
through
theapplication
ofE• • totheresidual
vec- obtainedwhenfor the E i systemwhen1 = 1, the sameis

that jT j = L•.

Resultsfor the Enriched Coarse-Grid Space:
We demonstrate

the effectiveness of the enriched coarse-

grid for two model problems: unsteadyStokesflow in a
squarebox, and start-up flow past a cylinder.
The first problem is identical to the unsteady Stokes

theinitialresidual,
(_gTB-l_g)«,
isthesame
forallcases,
the norm for the right-handsideof (5) actuallyincreases
with

K for the case 1 -

1.

We next consider solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for flow past a cylinder in the half-domain • =

[-10,28] x [0,15]. A cylinderof diameterD - 1 is centered
at the origin. The Reynoldsnumberis Re -- DU/• -- 80,
where (U, 0) is the free-streamvelocity taken as the initial condition and inflow boundary condition at x = -10.
Symmetry boundary conditions are imposed at y - 0 and

flowproblemconsidered
in [16],savethat the presentim-

y = 15 with Neumann-velocity
(outflow)boundarycondi-

plementation employsfinite element preconditioningas de-

tions at x = 28. The free stream velocity is U = 1 and

scribedin [4]. The two-dimensional
problemis specified
on

the time step is At ----.025. The basemesh(K = 93) is

f• - [-1, 1]2 with homogeneous
velocityboundarycondi- shownin Fig. 2. The K = 372 and K = 1488 meshesare
tions.viscosity
p = 0.1, anda bodyforcef = (-0.6y, 0)T. obtained through successivequarteringsof the elementsin
The discretization consistsof K square elements, each of
order N = 7, and a time step At -- 0.1.
Table 1 showsthe number of preconditioned conjugate

the base configuration.

gradient stepsrequired for the first time step for several
values of I and K. The correspondingdimension of the
original system, E, and the coarse-gridsystem, Ec, are
also given. The heading E indicatesthe number of itera-

ducethe residualof the E i and E systemsby fiveordersof

Table 2 showsthe number of iterations required to re-

magnitude for the first time step. Again, the norm of the

initial residualof the E system(3) is independentof K.

In this case,K-independenceconvergencerates are not obtained for any choiceof l, though the reduction in iteration
the headingEi indicatesthe numberof iterationsrequired count for the K - 1488, 1 = 4, caseis clearly significant.

tionsrequiredto reducethe initialresidualof (3) by 10•;
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(or latency)costsmaydominatethe communication
times.

K

Ef

E

dim(E}

dim(Ec}

93

115

107

3348

93

372

185

184

13392

372

1488

265

279

53568

1488

Consequently,a potentially important designmetric is the
required number of messages,rather than the operation

93

82

69

3348

372

countor total amountof inter-processor
data traffic(bandwidth). If the contention-free
time to communicatea messageof lengthw wordsis givenby tc(w) - a +/3w, we can

372

116

102

13392

1488

characterizea messageas "short" wheneverw _<w2, where

1488

150

138

53568

5952

w2 -= a/• is the messagelength corresponding
to a trans-

93

63

51

3348

837

372

84

73

13392

3348

1488

108

89

53568

13392

missiontime of twice the lowest possiblevalue. Typically,
w2 -• 100 - 500, for 32-bit words.
It is important to note that the elliptic nature of the

originatingproblem implies that each componentof the
Table 2: Iteration count for cylinder flow

right-hand side will have a non-trivial impact on the solution. If the right-hand side vector is distributed, a lower
bound on the number of messagecyclesto invokeeachsolve
4 Parallel coarse-grid solve
is thereforelog2p. Algorithmsachievingthis boundcanbe
considered
optimal in the fine-grained,short messagelimit.
We focushere on fast solversfor the coarse-gridproblem.
For
the
development
of the parallel solution scheme,we
In practice, the coarse-gridsystem derived from piecewise
assume that vectors and matrix columns are distributed in
constantprolongationoperatorsis sufficientlysmall sothat
direct inversion of the system leads to an efficient parallel the samefashionas spectralelements,i.e., for eachentry in
solution strategy based upon matrix-vector multiplication a columnvector, there is a correspondingspectral element.

(e.g., [4]). However,the enrichedcoarse-gridspaceoutlined above leads to significantly larger system and direct
inversionis no longer viable. To circumventthis, we have
developeda new solution approach which retains the par-

allelismof matrix-vector
products,yet avoidsthe O(n2)
costsof inversion. In the following, our primary emphasis
will be on system solutionrather than factorization, as the
latter is amortized over many time steps and iterations.
For notational convenience,we take the coarsegrid operator to be the n x n symmetric positive definite matrix
denoted by A, and considerthe problem of solving Ax_: b
on a p-processordistributed memorycomputerusinga sin-

We further assume that A is sparse; each non-zero in a
given row is associatedwith an element adjacent to the
elementcorrespondingto that row. This holdsonly for the

piecewise
constantprolongationoperator(l = 1, n = K) of
the previoussection. The strategy for higher-order coarse

gridoperators(l > 1) is the same- eachdegree-of-freedom
in the following discussionis simply replacedby a clique
of/fully coupleddegrees-of-freedom.

It is well known(e.g., [6]) that parallelsolutionof the
coarsegrid problem is hampered by the inherent sequentiality of the forward and backward substitution phases

of standardLU (or LL•') factorizations.
If n (andconse-

gle program,multiple data (SPMD) programmingmodel

quently,p) issufficientlysmall,it is feasibleto store,factor,

with message-passing.
To understandthe relevant softwaredesignparameters,
it is important to recognizethat the coarse-gridproblem is
relatively fine-grained, i.e., the dimension of the problem,
n, often scalesas a small multiple ofp. Interprocessormessagesare therefore typically small, implying that startup

of only (a log2p + •n) to gathera copyof _bontoeachpro-

and solvethe systemredundantly on each processor.This
often practicedapproachhas the advantagethat it is easy
to implement and requiresa per-solvecommunicationtime

cessor.If the local direct solution strategy is based upon
standardbandedsolvers,the computationalcomplexityis
4ns operations per solve, for a matrix of bandwidth s.
For large numbersof processorsand relatively small sys-

tems(e.g.,p > 128,n < 5000),we haveshownthat computing the full inverseof A can be far more effective than

solvingthe systemredundantly[4]. By distributingeach
columnof A-1 in the samemannerasx_andb_,the solution
can be computed as a parallel matrix-vector product,

(8)
Figure2: Spectralelementmesh(K - 93) for Problem2

x = A-•b ,

onceb has been gathered onto each processor.The communication complexity is identical to the previous case.
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However, the complexity for the computation of the inner-
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vectorsare A-conjugateto one another, where #Af/ de-

productsof the rowsof A-1 with b is now2n2/p;paral- notesthe cardinalityof Af/. The generationof a sparsebalelism has been introduced to this phase of the solution.

Wheneverp > n/2s, the full inverseapproachwill be superior to redundant banded factorization.
Unfortunately, memory limitations restrict the above
techniques to matrices of order n less than a few thousand. Ideally, one would like a solution schemewhich re-

tains the low O(logp) communicationcost of the previous approaches,has the full parallelism of matrix-vector
products, yet has the sparsity of LU factorization. The
followingconstructionattains all of thesegoals.

sisfor X startswith findinga maximal (or near-maximal)
set of kl A-conjugateunit vectorsand normalizingthem
appropriately. The first kl columns of X will have only
one non-zero entry.

Additional entriesin X are generatedby Gram-Schmidt

orthogonalization. Let X• = (X•_ix•) denote the
n x k matrix with columns(xi xo-...x•), and let V
(vlvo-...vn) be an appropriatepermutationof the identity matrix. Then the procedure:

Let X - (x I xo-... xn) be a squarematrixwith columns

for i -- 1,...,n:

satisfying

(9)

W :-- Vi -- X i_ 1XiT-1Avi

dAj

= eij ,

Xi :-- (Xi-1 •i)

where50 is theKronecker
delta.ThenXXTAx = XXTb

end for

is the A-orthogonal
projectionof x onto IRn, and XX T ensures
that X is the desiredfactorof A-•. For i < k• the
constitutes
a factorization
of A-1. If eachxi isdistributed projection
Xi_ixiT_•AEiwill bevoidand--•iwillsimplybe
in the same manner as b, the two-step computation of

(10)

a multipleofvi. As k increasesbeyondkl, Xk will beginto

x = xXT_b

has the desired communication complexity. In the first

step. the vectorc - XTb is computedby locallyforming n partial inner-products on each processor,followed
by a logo_
p gather-scatterof an n-vector to sum and redistribute the entriesof c. Assumingthat X is a full matrix,

the computational
complexityfor this step is 2n2/p. If
an interleaved sum-and-redistribute operation is used, the

communicationcomplexityis (a logop +/•n log2p) to generate an entire copy of c on each processor.In the second

step,the computation
ofx = Xc requires
2no-/poperations

(a)

and no communication.

The overall complexity can be significantly reducedif we

can choosea (quasi-) sparsebasisfor the columnsof X.
By quasi-sparse,
we imply that X will haveO(n*) entries,
with 1 < '• < 2, as opposedto strictly O(n) entriesas is
generallyassociatedwith the definitionof a sparsematrix.
We will nonethelessrefer to X as being simply "sparse."
The followinggeometricargumentsshowthat it is always
possibleto generate a sparsefactor X if A is sparse.

Let&-iand&__j
betheith andjth column
ofoftheidentity
matrix, I,,, and Af/, the neighborhood
of i, be the set of
indicescorrespondingto columnswith non-zeroentries in
row i of A. Then,
(b)

(11)

&_•'A&_
i = 0

Vj ½.Afi

Figure 3: (a) Geometricsupport(shaded)of orthogonal

Geometrically, this correspondsto the situation shown in

vectors
_&jandA_&
i (b) Support
ofspectral
element
sepa-

Fig. 3a. It is clearthat at leastn/max(#Af/) of the unit

rator

set.
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fill in. At the costof additionalcommunication
overhead,
a morestablemodifiedGram-Schmidtproceduremay re-

placethe projection
step,w__
:= vi - Xi-iX•_iA_•i, given
above.

Following,e.g., [5, 15], an efficientprocedurefor selectingthe permutationmatrix, V, can be developed
by

X

•

X

•

defining
separators
whichrecursively
dividethedomain(or
graph)associated
with A into nearlyequalsubdomains.
The first suchseparatoris shownin Fig. 3b. Sincethe
stencilfor A doesnot crossthe separator,it is clear that
every unit vector ii associatedwith the left half of the

domain
in Fig. 3bisA-conjugate
to every
unitvector
•_j

associated
with the right half. If V is arrangedsuchthat
vectors associated with the left half of the domain are or-

deredfirst, vectorsassociatedwith the right half second,
and vectorsassociatedwith separatorlast, then the above
Gram-Schmidtprocedurewill generatea matrix X with
worst-case
fill depictedby Fig. 4a. (X is shownherewith
the rowsreorderedaccordingto the permutationusedfor
the columnsof V.) The procedurecan be repeatedto order the vectorswithin eachsubdomain,givingriseto the
structureshownin Fig. 4b. Repeatingthe procedurere-

cursively
will leadto a total storageboundedby 3nV/-•for
a • x • array of spectralelements.
From (10), it is clearthat the computational
complex-

(b)

ity of each solve is proportional to the amount of fill Figure4: (a) zero/fillstructurefor X resultingfrom orin the factor X. Depending on the spectral element- deringsuggested
by Fig. ab. (b) zero/fill structureafter
to-processor
distribution, we can expect a computational second round of recursion.

complexity
ofO(n-•/p)forthedomain
shown
in Fig. 3b
- a cleargainoverthe O(n2/p) costincurredby the matrix inverseapproach(8). Moreover,the communication of A. The graph-Laplacianis definedasthe matrix œwhich
costcan be shownto be only (alog2p+ O(v/-•)•log2p). hasthe samesparsitypatternasA, with eachoff-diagonal
Similar argumentsin three-dimensions
lead to computa- entry in œhavingvalue-1 and eachdiagonalentry equal
tionalandcommunication
complexities
of O(nõ/p)and to the numberof off-diagonalentries.The domainis par-

(a log
2p+O(n'})• log2p), respectively.
Notethatforatyp-

titioned according to values above and below the median

ical value of a/• 2 100, communication
bandwidthdoes entry in the Fiedler vector. Once this partition is estabnot play a role in the two-dimensional
caseuntil n _• 104; lished,the procedureis repeatedon eachsubdomain.
the communication
costin the solutionof smallersystems
To effect a tripartite decompositionof the domain into a
is dominated by latency.

separatorand two disjoint subdomains,it is useful to base

For more complextwo- or three-dimensional
meshes, RSBonthedualofthecoarse-grid
operator,i.e., the graphseparatorsetscan be foundwith standardgraph-splitting Laplacian of the spectral element verticesrather than the
techniques,e.g., recurslyecoordinatebisection,or one of element centroids. A spectral element is then deemed to

the manyvariantsof recursive
spectralbisection(RSB). be in the separator set if the Fiedler vector entries correIn this application,the costof findinga goodseparatoris spondingto the element'sverticesstraddle the median.
amortizedover numeroussolvesand the per-solvecostis a
The graph-Laplacian satisfiesa zero row-sum condition
super-linearfunctionof the sizeof the separators.Conse- and is symmetricsemi-positivedefinite. Computationof
quently,high-qualitybisectionalgorithmsare of interest. the low eigenmodesof œ is accomplishedvia standard

We haveimplemented
a parallelversionof RSB [15]to
orderthe separatorsetsand, ultimately,the columnsof V.
In RSB, the initial partition is derivedfrom the secondlow-

Lanczos/conjugate-gradients
techniques
(e.g., [131),and
hencerequiresonly sparsematrix-vectorproductsoftware

(e.g., [14]). After eachseparatorset is found,œ can be

esteigenmode
(the Fiedlervector)of the graph-Laplacian updatedby zeroingmatrix entrieswhich correspond
to
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deleted entries in the original graph. and adjusting the
diagonal entries accordingly. Consequently. the parallel
gather-scatter index sets required for matrix-vector products need not be changed with each round of recursion.
We typically recur until the minimum number of elements
in a subdomain is equal to four. and then use a greedy
algorithm to color the remaining entries.
The approach outlined above for generation of sparse

95

(5) for piece,vise
constant,linear.and quadraticcoarsegrid
spaces.While there is a clear reduction as 1 increases.the
CPU time on a single-processorSGI Onyx decreasesonly
up to 1 = 4 for this problem, as can be seenin Fig. 6b.

5

Conclusions

factorizations
of A -• is stronglylinkedto nested-dissectionWe have developed a flexible deflation based iterative alfactorizationsof sparsematrices[5] and to the minimal gorithm to compute the pressurefor large two- and threefactor algorithmssuggestedby [1]. It can readily be dimensionalspectral element discretizationsof the incom-

pressibleNavier-Stokesequations. The method provides
significant
reduction in iteration count for certain classes
that RX is lowertriangular.Then, (RX)(XrR T) is the
of
problems,
and admits the possibility of tailoring the
Choleskyfactorizationof RA- • RT. Strikingly.thisimplies
portion
of
the
solution to be computed directly in order
that while A -• is full. there existsa symmetricpermutato
improve
the
overall efficiencvof the solver. A critical
tion of A-• for whichits Choleskyfactorization
is (quasi-)
component
to
the
solution of this problem. and many other
sparse. assumingthat A was sparseinitially. A trivial exsimilar multi-level solvers, is a fast direct method for solvample of this can be seen for a symmetric-positive definite tridiagonal matrix. T. The Cholesky factorization ing systemsof equations in parallel. The approach develof T = LL • is sparse.but the inverseof L is full lower- oped here achievesthe minimum possibletime complexity
triangular. However, if one first permutesT with a nested in the message-latencydominated limit.
shownthat there exists a row permutation matrix R such

dissectionordering. the Cholesky factor of the permuted
matrix will havean inversehavingonly n log2 n non-zeros.

Resultsfor the Sparse Factorization:
We have implemented the RSB routine in parallel and
usedit to generateseparatorsetsfor severaltwo- and threedimensionalmeshes. A close-upof a separator set generated after four rounds of RSB is shown in Fig. 5. With

piecewise-constant
prolongation(l = 1). the coarsegrid dimension for this problem is n = K = 1692. The number of
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non-zeros in X is 118921. which is of the same order as the

predicted
boundof 3n• = 208796.Forlargervalues
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